Options for
US and
International
Utility Patent
Applications
3
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Note: Public disclosure of your invention can
bar you from patenting it. Most foreign
countries have no "grace period" for public
disclosure. Showing or discussing your
invention without a non-disclosure
agreement creates a risk of loss of rights.

Initial Meeting with Ganz Law
Disclose Invention and
Sign Engagement Letter

Patent Search (Optional)
Looking for prior art. Results
range from uninterpreted data
to a patentablity opinion.

This overview summarizes major steps in filing US or international
utility patent applications. For clarity, it omits many details and
complications. It does not apply to design or plant patents. It is not
legal advice and does not create an attorney-client relationship
between you and Ganz Law. All timelines and fees are
generalized estimates and subject to change without notice.

Provisional Application
Establishes a filing date
and patent pending status
but no enforcable rights.
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Abandoned if not
followed up with nonprovisional app within
one year.

U.S. Prosecution: timeline varies but typically 2 to 4 years from filing to issuance
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US Utility Application
A non-provisional application
with claims; examined; can
yield US rights.
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PCT International Phase
A single application that can save
time and money when seeking
rights in multiple PCT states.
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Other National Filings
You can pursue rights with
individual countries (including
non-PCT states likeTaiwan).

Foreign Filing License
US app
published at
18 months
from earliest
priority date

Examination
USPTO evaluates your
application against prior art.
Applicant can respond to PTO
objections.
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PCT app
published at
18 months
from earliest
priority date
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International Search Report
List of prior-art references prepared ISR
by Receiving Office (USPTO). Does Typically
4 to 5 months
not evaluate patentability.

after PCT filing

International Preliminary
Examination (Optional):
Yields a written opinion evaluating
patentability.

Possible derivative
applications
(Continuations,
CIPs, Divisionals)

US Term:
20 yrs from
filing date

National Phase: You elect the PCT
states in which to seek rights.
Triggers costs for foreign counsel,
translations, fees, etc.
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Examination, State A:
Each nation evaluates
your nationalized PCT
application.

Issuance
If USPTO allows one or more
claims, then it issues and
publishes the patent.
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Maintenance: Keeping a US
patent in force requires fees at
3.5, 7.5, and 11.5 years.
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Procedure and timeline
depend on jurisdiction.
Requires foreign associate
counsel, translations, etc.
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National Phase
max 30 months
after PCT filing or
earlier on demand
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...

Examination, State n:
Each nation evaluates
your nationalized PCT
application.

Issuance: State A:
Each nation has its own
process for issuing and
publishing patents.

...

Issuance: State n:
Each nation has its own
process for issuing and
publishing patents.

Issuance:
Fees and schedules
depend on the country

Maintenance: State A

...

Maintenance: State n

Maintenance:
Fees and schedules
depend on the country.

